
DIY CAT BANDANA 
PATTERN & 

INSTUCTIONS



One of the prizes for New England 
Meow Outfit Inc.’s (NEMO) second 

annual photo contest is this 
adorable reversable cat bandana.  

This pdf includes the list of supplies, 
instructions and pattern to make 

this bandana for your own favorite 
feline!      



Cat Bandana | Supplies 

▪ 1/2 yard of two contrasting fabrics (Makes Two 
Bandanas)

▪ Thread 

▪ Bandana pattern (see Slide 5)

▪ Pins

▪ Scissors or quilt rotary cutter

▪ Sewing machine

Optional 

▪ 5/8 in. Round or Square Velcro (for smaller bandanas 
with shorter ties for small cats or kittens - see Slide 6)

▪ Fabric Glue

DEAL



Cat Bandana | Step-by-Step Instructions

Medium-Large Bandana with Ties

▪ Step 1: Print out pattern and place it along the fold of your fabric. 
Cut two. For this pattern we used two different fabrics. 

▪ Step 2: Place the fabric right sides facing in and pin together. 
Using ¼ inch seam allowance.

▪ Step 3: Sew bandana leaving one end edge open (approximately 1 
inch), so you can pull the fabric right side out.

▪ Step 4: Pull your bandana right side out and either hand press or 
iron the bandanna. Pin the opening and top stich the bandana 
along the entire edge of the bandana.

Small Bandana with Velcro

▪ Step 1: Reduce the length of the ties by 1 to 2-2½ inches and 
follow the steps above.

▪ Step 2: If you are using Velcro tape, cut it into small squares or 
use Velcro mated circles on a roll.  One of the circles or squares 
should be placed on the top of one end and the bottom of the 
other end.  Either stich or glue the Velcro pair on to the fabric.

DEAL



Cat Bandana | Long Ties Pattern  

TOP



Cat Bandana | Short Tie Pattern 

▪ The shorter tie pattern is the same as the previous pattern on Slide 5 and 
uses Velcro to fasten the ties together.  (Note: Snaps or Gromets also work 
well)

▪ For the best size measure your cat or kittens neck with a small string and 
measure 1/2 its length along the top of the pattern and adjust the template 
before cutting the fabric.

TOP


